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ERROR ESTIMATION OF THE PADÉ APPROXIMATION OF TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS VIA THE LANCZOS PROCESS
ZHAOJUN BAIy AND QIANG YEz
Abstract. Krylov subspace based moment matching algorithms, such as PVL (Padé approximation Via the
Lanczos process), have emerged as popular tools for efficient analyses of the impulse response in a large linear
circuit. In this work, a new derivation of the PVL algorithm is presented from the matrix point of view. This
approach simplifies the mathematical theory and derivation of the algorithm. Moreover, an explicit formulation of
the approximation error of the PVL algorithm is given. With this error expression, one may implement the PVL
algorithm that adaptively determines the number of Lanczos steps required to satisfy a prescribed error tolerance. A
number of implementation issues of the PVL algorithm and its error estimation are also addressed in this paper. A
generalization to a multiple-input-multiple-output circuit system via a block Lanczos process is also given.
Key words. Transfer function, Padé approximation, Lanczos process, linear system.
AMS subject classifications. Primary 41A21, 65F15, 65F10.

1. Introduction. In early 1990s, the AWE (Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation) algorithm [25] based on Padé approximations was the method of choice for efficient analyses of
large linear systems. Its success in tackling real-world problems attracted signifigant interest and spawned a substantial amount of related research and applications [6]. However, the
AWE algorithm suffers from a number of fundamental numerical limitations for high order
approximation. In the recent work of Feldman and Freund [10], a new efficient and numerically stable algorithm, called the Padé approximation via the Lanczos process (PVL), is
proposed which produces more accurate results with higher-order approximations compared
with AWE and its derivatives. In [12], Gallivan, Grimme and Van Dooren also propose to use
the Lanczos process to implicitly construct the Padé approximation in the AWE technique.
The idea of the Padé approximation using the Lanczos process can be traced back to a
number of fundamental papers in the numerical analysis community from 1950’s to 1970’s.
In particular, in the 1970’s, Gragg was the first to use the Lanczos process to interpret the
Padé approximation and related continued fraction algorithms [15]. This work was further
developed in [16]. This connection was also discussed in [18]. In [22], a general mathematical
framework for the model reduction of a transfer function based on any tridiagonalization
process, which includes the Lanczos process, was established.
However, most discussions in the literature are concerned with the order of approximation for the Padé approximation of a transfer function. It is important in engineering applications to have an explicit formulation on the approximation error of the transfer function, [6].
Without such error estimation, it is difficult to determine the order of approximation required
(or a stopping criterion in the Lanczos process) to achieve a desired accuracy in practical
applications of the moment matching AWE or the PVL techniques.
In [20, 17], the authors derive expressions for the error in terms of residuals of the associated linear systems involved in the transfer function. These general expressions do not particularly exploit the Lanczos method used to derive the PVL approximation. As results, intrinsic
properties associated with Padé approximation and the convergence of the PVL method may
not be revealed. In this work, we present a new derivation of the PVL algorithm from a ma Received January 27, 1998. Accepted for publication August 24, 1998. Recommended by R. Lehoucq. This
work was supported in part by NSF grant ASC-9313958 and by a research grant from NSERC of Canada.
y Department of Mathematics, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY40506, U.S.A. (bai@ms.uky.edu).
z Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2, CANADA
(ye@gauss.amath.umanitoba.ca ).
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trix point of view. With this approach, the mathematical derivation of the Padé approximation
used in the AWE and PVL techniques is significantly simplified. Moreover, the approximation error of the Padé approximation of the transfer function is explicitly given. In contrast to
the work of [20, 17], our approximation error expression transfers their formal linear system
residual based error expressions into a detailed and essentially computable expression which
explicitly reveals convergence properties of the PVL method. With this error expression, it
is possible to implement the PVL algorithm that adaptively determines the number of iterative steps in the Lanczos process required in order to reduce the error to satisfy a prescribe
tolerance value. Furthermore, we have also had a further understanding of why the PVL algorithm will work for a large range of frequency by increasing order of the approximation.
A number of implementation issues in the implementation of the PVL algorithm and its error
estimation are also addressed in this current work. Another advantage of this matrix approach
is its straightforward generalization to a multiple-input-multiple-output circuit system via the
block Lanczos process, which will also be given.
In Section 2, we outline the Lanczos process and its governing equations. We will also
recall some basic properties associated with a tridiagonal matrix. In Section 3, we present
a straightforward derivation of the PVL algorithm and its error estimation for linear circuit
systems with single input and single output. Implementation issues of the PVL algorithm and
error estimation are discussed in Section 4. Numerical results are presented in section 5 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the error bound. Section 6 is devoted to a generalization of
the PVL algorithm and the error bound for multiple input and multiple output linear circuit
systems.
2. Lanczos Process. Given an N  N matrix A and initial vectors p1 ; q1 2 CN with
H
p1 q1 = 1, the Lanczos process is embodied by the following three-term recurrences
(2.1)
bj+1 pHj+1 = p^Hj+1 = pHj A , aj pHj , cj pHj,1 ;
(2.2)
qj+1 cj+1 = q^j+1 = Aqj , qj aj , qj,1 bj ;
for j

= 1; 2; : : : ; k with p0 = q0 = 0. If we let
Pk = [ p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pk ]; Qk = [ q1 ; q2 ; : : : ; qk ]

and

(2.3)

3

2

a1 b2
6
6
Tk = 66 c2 a. 2
4

..

..

.

bk
ck ak

..

.

7
7
7
7
5

;

then the matrix forms of the three-term vector recurrences (2.1) and (2.2) are

AH Pk = Pk TkH + [ 0 0    0 p^k+1 ];
AQk = Qk Tk + [ 0 0    0 q^k+1 ]:
Furthermore, the computed Lanczos vectors fpj g and fqj g satisfy the bi-orthonormality
(2.4)
(2.5)

property
(2.6)

and PkH q^k+1
(2.7)

PkH Qk = Ik

= 0 and p^Hk+1 Qk = 0. Therefore we have

PkH AQk = Tk :
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There is also freedom to normalize either the left or right Lanczos vectors and so we assume
kpj k = 1.
An alternative scaling scheme can also be used to normalize all Lanczos vectors fpj g
and fqj g, where PkH Qk = k , where k is a k  k diagonal matrix [11, 22]. It can be shown
that these two scaling schemes are similar under diagonal transformation [3].
The Lanczos process can break down prematurely, namely, when a division by zero
occurs. There are several methods available to deal with this problem [3, 11, 24, 30]. We
point out that simply restarting the algorithm with different initial vectors is not an option in
this application because the left and right initial vectors are fixed by the vectors that define
the input and output relation.
Assume that the Lanczos process can be carried out to step N (the last step). (If break
down occurs and one of the break down recovery schemes must be used, TN below will not
be tridiagonal but similar properties still hold.) Then PN and QN are N  N square matrices
and PNH QN = IN . Therefore,

Q,N1 AQN = TN ;

(2.8)

where TN is an N  N tridiagonal matrix. Clearly, Tk is the leading k  k principal submatrix
of TN for any k  N .
Before we discuss applications of the Lanczos process to the approximation of transfer
functions, we first present the following properties associated with the tridiagonal structure
of TN . The lemma below was derived in [29, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.3] to analyze
convergence of the Lanczos algorithm for eigenvalue computation.
L EMMA 2.1. For any 0  j  2k , 1,

eH1 TNj e1 = eH1 Tkj e1
and for j

= 2k ,

eH1 TN2k e1 = eH1 Tk2k e1 + b2b3    bk bk+1  ck+1 ck    c3 c2 :
Furthermore,

eH1 Tkj ek =



0;



0;

0j <k,1
b2 b3    bk ; j = k , 1

and

eHk Tkj e1 =

0j <k,1
ck    c3 c2 ; j = k , 1;

here and hereafter, ej denotes the standard j th coordinate vector, i.e., a vector with all zeros
except for the j th component which is 1. The dimension of ej will conform with other vectors
and matrices involved.
3. Approximation of Transfer Functions and Error Estimation. In this section, we
present a derivation of using the Lanczos process for the approximation of the transfer function of a linear system with single input and single output. The resulting method is essentially
the same as the PVL algorithm of Feldman and Freund [10], which is also theoretically equivalent to the AWE (moment matching) method. The present derivation is straightforward and,
more importantly, it provides an error estimation of the PVL approximation.
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Consider the following state space formulation of a single input and single output linear
system

C x_ (t) = ,Gx(t) + b u(t);
y(t) = lH x(t) + d u(t);
where x(t) 2 RN is the state vector, u(t) 2 R is the input and y 2 R is the output of
interest. In the electronic circuits applications, x(t) represents the circuit variables at time
t, and the terms b u(t) and d u(t) represent excitation from independent sources. N  N
matrices G and C represent the contribution of memoryless elements (such as resistors) and
memory elements (such as capacitors and inductors), respectively. l 2 RN . For the sake of
simplicity, we can assume the initial condition x(0) = 0.
(3.1)
(3.2)

The standard way of relating the input and output signals is to use a transfer function (or
impulse response in the time domain) of the linear circuit. Applying the Laplace transform to
equations (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain

sCX (s) = ,GX (s) + b U (s);
Y (s) = lH X (s) + d U (s);
where X (s); Y (s) and U (s) are the Laplace transforms of x(t); y (t) and u(t), respectively.
(3.3)
(3.4)

Then the transfer function of the linear system is the following rational function
(3.5)

H (s) = UY ((ss)) = lH (sC + G),1 b + d:

To determine the impulse-response in the circuit analysis and other applications, it is important to compute the transfer function over a wide range of the frequency parameter s.
Direct computations of H (s) becomes inefficient or even prohibitive for a large scale system,
namely, when the order N of the matrices C and G is large.
To compute H (s), we follow [10] and expand H (s) about some point s0 , i.e., write
s = s0 + . Then

H (s0 + ) = lH (I , A),1 r + d;
where

A = ,(s0 C + G),1 C and r = (s0 C + G),1 b:
Since the crucial computation of H (s0 +  ) lies in the first part, we can assume without loss
of generality that d = 0.
Let

l = p1 b1
H
with pH
1 q1 = 1. Then l r = b1 c1 and

and

r = q1 c1

H (s0 + ) = (lH r)  pH1 (I , A),1 q1 :
Applying k steps of the Lanczos process with the triplet fA; p1 ; q1 g, we obtain the equa-

tions (2.4) and (2.5). Then a reduced-order transfer function
(3.6)

Hk (s0 + ) = (lH r)  eH1 (I , Tk ),1 e1
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can be defined as an approximation of H (s0 +  ). Indeed using the Neumann series expansion, we have

Hk (s0 + ) = (lH r) 

1
X
j =0

j eH1 Tkj e1

provided that j j < 1=(Tk ), where (M ) denotes the spectral radius of a matrix M , and by
(2.8)

H (s0 + ) = (lH r)  pH1 (I , QN TN Q,N1),1 q1
= (lH r)  pH1 QN (I , TN ),1 Q,N1 q1
= (lH r)  eH1 (I , TN ),1 e1
1

X
= (lH r)  j eH1 TNj e1 ;
j =0

provided that j j < 1=(A), where we have also used the facts pH
1 QN
Thus by Lemma 1 in Section 2,

H (s0 + ) , Hk (s0 + ) = (lH r) 

1
X

= eH1 and PNH q1 = e1 .

j (eH1 TNj e1 , eH1 Tkj e1 )

j =2k
H
= (l r)  2k  b2 b3    bk bk+1  c2 c3    ck ck+1 + O(2k+1 ):

Therefore, the approximation Hk (s0 +  ) has the order 2k of  that defines the Padé approximation of the transfer function (or AWE reduction method of moments matching up to the
order of 2k , 1 as it would be called in the interconnect analysis community). The coefficient of the leading  2k term of the approximation is given explicitly. But note that since the
frequency parameter  of interest may be large, the leading term generally does not indicate
the correct order of approximation in that case. Fortunately, the following theorem gives an
explicit expression of the approximation error.
T HEOREM 3.1. If I , A and I , Tk are invertible, then
(3.7)
(3.8)

jH (s0 + ) , Hk (s0 + )j
= jlH rj j2 1k ()k1 ()j jp^Hk+1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 j
3    bk c2 c3    ck j jp^H (I , A),1 q^ j
= jj2k jlH rj jb2 bjdet(
k+1
I , T )2 j k+1
k

where

1k () = eH1 (I , Tk ),1 ek and k1 () = eHk (I , Tk ),1 e1 ;
i.e., they are the (1; k ) and (k; 1) entries of the inverse of the tridiagonal matrix I , Tk .
Furthermore, for j j < 1=kAk, where k  k can be any induced matrix norm, we have
(3.9)
jH (s0 + ) , Hk (s0 + )j  jlH rj j2 1k ()k1 ()j kp^1k,+1jkkj qk^kA+1k k :
Proof. From (2.4) and (2.5), it is easy to see that
(3.10)

(I , Tk ),1 PkH = PkH (I , A),1 , (I , Tk ),1 ek p^Hk+1 (I , A),1
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and

Qk (I , Tk ),1 = (I , A),1 Qk , (I , A),1 q^k+1 eHk (I , Tk ),1 :
Multiplying the equation (3.11) on the left by pH
1 and on the right by e1 , we have
eH1 (I , Tk ),1 e1 = pH1 (I , A),1 q1 , pH1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 eHk (I , Tk ),1 e1 ;
H
where we have used the fact that pH
1 Qk = e1 . Multiplying the equation (3.10) on the left by
eH1 and on the right by q^k+1 , we have
0 = pH1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 , eH1 (I , Tk ),1 ek p^Hk+1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 ;
where we used the fact PkH q^k+1 = 0. Combining the above two equations, we obtain
H (s0 +),Hk (s0 +) = (lH r)2 eH1 (I ,Tk ),1 ek p^Hk+1 (I ,A),1 q^k+1 eHk (I ,Tk ),1 e1 :
Note that the inverse matrix of I , Tk can be expressed as
adj(I , Tk ) ;
(I , Tk ),1 = det(
I , Tk )
where adj(I , Tk ) stands for the classical adjoint matrix made up of (k , 1)  (k , 1)
cofactors of I , Tk . Thus, we have
k,1
   ck ) ;
eHk (I , Tk ),1 e1 =  det((cI2,c3T
k)
(3.11)

and

k ,1
   bk ) :
eH1 (I , Tk ),1 ek =  det((bI2,b3 T
)
k

Therefore

3    bk c2 c3    ck p^H (I , A),1 q^ :
H (s0 + ) , Hk (s0 + ) = 2k (lH r) b2bdet(
k+1
I , T )2 k+1

k

This completes the proof of (3.7) and (3.8). Finally, (3.9) is proved by applying the CauchySchwarz inequality

jp^Hk+1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 j  kp^Hk+1 k k(I , A),1 k kq^k+1 k
and the simple inequality
(3.12)

k(I , A),1 k  1 , j1j kAk

provided that j j < 1=kAk.
Note that in Theorem 5.1 of Grimme [17], an error expression is given in terms of two
residual vectors of a general Rational Krylov-subspace-based approximation of transfer function. Since these residuals can be formulated in terms of the Lanczos vectors for the PVL
method, a similar error expression of (3.7) can also be derived based on Theorem 5.1 of [17].
As pointed out in [17], it is important to monitor the trends in the residual behavior as s
and k vary. Direct attempting to gauge these trends is very expensive in practice. Fortunately,
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for the general Rational Krylov algorithm, the residual expression can be simplified [17,
Lemma 5.1]. For the PVL algorithm we are concerned with, our bound (3.8) shows that
,1
there are two factors in the modeling error: j 2 1k ( )k1 ( )j and jp^H
k+1 (I , A) q^k+1 j.
2
2
k
As shown in (3.8), the quantity j 1k ( )k1 ( )j is of order  . Numerical experiments
indicate that the terms j1k ( )j and jk1 ( )j decrease steadyly as the number of Lanczos it,1
erations increases while the values of the term jp^H
k+1 (I , A) q^k+1 j essentially remain on
the same order of magnitude near convergence. j1k ( )j and jk1 ( )j are the primary contributors to the convergence of the PVL approximation. This phenomenon can be explained
by the following theorem. Note that it is also related to the discussion on decay rate of the
elements of the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix, see [8, 21].
T HEOREM 3.2. If I , Tk is invertible, then

jk1 ()j
H
kek (I , Tk ),1 k2

p
 N k

where

k = h2 min
kh(I , A)q1 k2
;h(0)=1
,

k 1

and k denotes the set of all polynomials of degree k . A similar inequality holds for j1k ( )j.
Proof. For any polynomial h 2 k,1 with h(0) = 1, we write h(x) = 1 + xg (x) with
g 2 k,2 . Thus using Lemma 1 again, we have

jk1 ()j = jeHk (I , Tk ),1 e1 j

= jeHk (I , Tk ),1 + g(I , Tk ) e1 j
= jeHk (I , Tk ),1 h(I , Tk )e1 j
 keHk (I , Tk ),1 k2kh(I , Tk )e1 k2
= keHk (I , Tk ),1 k2kh(I , TN )e1 k2
= keHk (I , Tk ),1 k2kPNH h(I , A)QN e1 k2
 keHk (I , Tk ),1 k2kPN k2 kh(I , A)q1 k2 :
p
With the normalization kpj k2 = 1, kPN k2  N . This proves the theorem.
The theorem shows that jk1 ( )j, relative to the absolute values of other entries in the
kth row of (I , Tk ),1 , is bounded by k , which decreases as the order of approximation
k increases.

However, the decreasing rate of k depends on the spectral distribution of A.
This has been widely studied in the convergence theory of Krylov subspace based algorithms
(see [27], for example).
Finally, we show that under certain assumption, the term j 2 1k ( )k1 ( )j is a monotonic function of j j. Therefore, for a certain range of  of interest, we only need to compute
the bound for the value of  at the extremal point of the interested range. Specially, if we are
interested in  with  = j jei for a fixed  (e.g. the upper pure imaginary axis if  = =2),
then from Theorem 1,

2k 2 b3    bk c2 c3    ck j
j2 1k ()k1 ()j = jj jjbdet(
I , Tk )2 j
= j(jj,1 ,jbe2b3  )j2bkc2jc(3j j, 1ck,j e   )j2
1
k
j
b
b



b
c
c



c
j
= [(jj,1 , )22 +3 2 ] k 2[(3jj,1 k, )2 + 2 ] ;
k
1
1
k
i

i
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i

where j (for 1  j  k ) are the eigenvalues of Tk and we have denoted ei j = j + j .
It is easy to see from the last expression that j 2 1k ( )k1 ( )j is monotonic increasing in j j
in the range 0  j j  j0 j < 1=kTk k for a fixed 0 = j0 jei . Thus for all  in that range,
the bound need only be computed at one point 0 .
4. Comments on Implementation. In this section, we discuss some implementation
details for the PVL algorithm with error estimation.
A. Estimation of kAk: The norm used in Theorem 1 can be any of the operator induced
norms, e.g. the 1-norm or the 1-norm. The 1-norm or 1-norm of the matrix

A = ,(s0 C + G),1 C

can be easily estimated using just the operations of matrix-vector products Az and AH z ,
which are the same operations used during the implementation of Lanczos process (see Section 2). A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [19]. An implementation is
provided in LAPACK [2].
B. Computing eT1 (I , Tk ),1 e1 , eT1 (I , Tk ),1 ek and eTk (I , Tk ),1 e1 : These values
are needed in computing the values of the reduced-order transfer function Hk (s0 +  ) and
the error bound (3.9). A common practice is to first compute the eigendecomposition of Tk :

Tk = Sk k Sk,1 = Sk diag(1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k )Sk,1

and set

f = SkH e1 ;

g = Sk,1 e1 :

Then we obtain the so-called poles and residues representation of the reduced-order transfer
function

Hk (s0 + ) = (lH r)  eH1 (I , Tk ),1 e1
k H fg
X
j j
= l 1 r,
j
j =1
= 1 +

k
X

,lH r  fj gj =j ;
j =1; 6=0  , 1=j
j

where fj and gj are the components of the vectors f and g and where the term 1 may result
if one of the eigenvalues of Tk is zero. This form is also suitable for computing the inverse
Laplace transform.
Similarly, the quantities 1k ( ) = eT1 (I , Tk ),1 ek and k1 ( ) = eTk (I , Tk ),1 ek
used in the error estimation can also be easily computed using the eigen-decomposition of
Tk . However, we point out that all of these quantities are just the (1; 1), (1; k) (k; 1) elements
of the inverse of the tridiagonal matrix I , Tk . They can be computed incrementally in the
Lanczos process with very few additional operations. References [21, 13, 4] give more details
(see also Theorem 3 in section 6.2).
It should also be pointed out that if some eigenvalues or eigenvectors of Tk are illconditioned, the computation via the eigendecomposition may be numerically unstable. In
such a case, a direct computation (solving a linear system of Tk for each frequency value)
might be preferred.
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C. Balancing in computing the transfer function: The entries of the matrix

A = ,(s0 C + G),1 C
(and C and G) could be poorly scaled because of physical units involved. A poorly scaled
matrix could cause numerical difficulty in the implementation of Lanczos process. In addition, a large norm of the matrix A could limit the applicability of the error bound in the
desired range of frequency. Therefore, a procedure for balancing a matrix and reducing its
norm should be considered. For any nonsingular matrix D,

H (s0 + ) = lH (I , A),1 r
= lH DD,1 (I , A),1 DD,1 r
,

= lH D I , (D,1 AD) ,1 D,1 r:
For example, one may choose a proper nonsingular matrix D such that
 the columns and rows of D,1 AD are properly balanced and
 kD,1 ADk is as small as possible.

An algorithm to do this has been widely used in computing the eigendecomposition of nonsymmetric matrices (for example, it is used in EISPACK, MATLAB and LAPACK). It was
originally proposed by Parlett and Reinsch [23]. Although the scheme has been mainly used
only in the dense matrix eigensolvers, recently Chen and Demmel [5] have implemented this
scheme for sparse matrices, provided that the nonzero entries of a sparse matrix can be accessed directly. Unfortunately, since the entries of the matrix A are not available explicitly
(i.e., the matrix A = ,(s0 C + G),1 C is never formed explicitly), a balancing scheme which
uses the matrix-vector products is desirable here. In [5], a sparse matrix balancing algorithm
uses only matrix-vector multiplication is also presented.
Note that we may approach our particular problem by balancing C and G, respectively.
The entries of these matrices are immediately available. Specifically, for any nonsingular
matrices D1 and D2 , let

Ce = D1,1 CD2 ;

Ge = D1,1 GD2 :

Then
e
D2,1 AD2 = D2,1 (s0 C + G),1 D1,1 D1 CD2 = (s0 Ce + Ge),1 C:

With this balancing idea, the question becomes how to choose the nonsingular matrices D1
and D2 so that the rows and columns of D2,1 AD2 are properly balanced and the norm
kD2,1 AD2 k is as small as possible. There is a scheme for balancing a pair of matrices
used in the generalized eigenvalue problem [28], which is implemented in LAPACK. The
applicability of the scheme to our current problem is the subject of further study.
D. Stopping Criterion and an Adaptive Implementation: With the availability of an error
expression on the reduced-order transfer function Hk (s0 +  ), one may develop an adaptive
scheme to increase the number of matching moments (i.e., the number of Lanczos iterations)
until a prescribed tolerance value of error is satisfied. Since the number k of Lanczos iterations is small in practice, k  N , Tk is a k  k tridiagonal matrix, the cost of computing the
term j 2 1k ( )k1 ( )j, which contributes to the convergence of the PVL approximation, is
only a small fraction of the cost of Lanczos iterations. The major concern is on the estimation
,1
of the term jp^H
k+1 (I , A) q^k+1 j. For small  , namely, j j < 1=kAk, the upper bound
in (3.9) can be used for stopping criterion. For j j  1=kAk, however, it is no longer valid
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,1
because of the inequality (3.12). Heuristically, the term jp^H
k+1 (I , A) q^k+1 j remains on
the same order of magnitude after first few iteration. Since only an estimate of the magnitude
of this quantity is required, we may simply use the quantity jp^H
k+1 q^k+1 j to replace the term
jp^Hk+1 (I , A),1 q^k+1 j. Numerical experiments, some to be presented in next section, show
that it matches the actually error very well. Unfortunately, there is no theoretical justification
of this strategy at this time and whether it works for more general problems is still an open
question.
5. Numerical Examples. In this section, we present three numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of the error estimation of PVL algorithm discussed above.
Example 1. The first example is from a lumped-pi model of a three-conductor transmission
line arranged to study near-end crosstalk [7]. The order of matrices C and G is 11. The
expansion point s0 = 0 and kAk = O(10,8 ). We examine the convergence of Hk (s0 +  )
for  = s , s0 = 2jf for frequency f up to 1GHz. Numerical results of the approximation
and error estimation for 4 and 5 PVL iterations are plotted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
In the top plots of both figures, the solid lines are the absolute values of original transfer
function H (s0 +  ). The dash lines are the reduced-order transfer function Hk (s0 +  ). The
bottom plots are the exact error jH (s0 +  ) , Hk (s0 +  )j (solid line), and its estimates (dashdot and dash lines). Specifically, the dash-dot lines are plotted according to the estimator
(5.1)

jlH rj j2 1k ()k1 ()j kjp^1k,+1jkkj qk^kA+1kjk

for all j j, including when j j  1=kAk. The dash lines are based on the following estimator
(5.2)

jlH rj j2 1k ()k1 ()j jp^Hk+1 q^k+1 j:

From the figures, we see that overall, the error estimation by formula (5.1) gives an upper
bound of the actual error, but the estimates by (5.2) are much closer to the actual error. In the
figures, there is a frequency interval where the actual errors are larger than either of estimators
(5.1) and (5.2). This is due to the moderate ill-conditioning of I , A and the roundoff errors
in the presence of finite precision arithmetic when computing the original transfer function
H (s0 + ). See the error analysis of linear system solvers based on the Gaussian elimination
in [14].
Example 2. The second example is from an extracted RLC circuit. The matrix pair (C; G)
is of order 52. The numerical results of 25 PVL iterations are plotted in Figure 5.3. All
plots use the same legend as described in Example 1. The formula (5.2) is a very good error
estimator. However, the estimator (5.2) severely under-estimates the error at high order range
of frequencies. Again, the discrepancies between the computed exact errors and the error
estimators given by (5.1) and (5.2) at low frequency are due to the moderate ill-conditioning
of matrix I , A and the roundoff errors in the presence of finite precision arithmetic.
Example 3. This is the same example used in [10] from a three-dimensional electromagnetic
problem model via PEEC (partial element equivalent circuit) [26]. It is regarded as a benchmark and difficult
p test problem. The order of the matrix pair (C; G) is 306. The expansion
point s0 = 2 ,1  109 and kAk = O(10,8 ). The numerical results of 80 PVL iterations
are plotted in Figure 5.4. All plots use the same legend as described in Example 1. Again, the
formula (5.2) is a very good error estimator. The error estimation by (5.1) is over-estimated
for high frequencies.
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F IG . 5.1. Numerical results of 4 PVL iterations of Example 1. Top:
( ) (solid line) and its approximation
Bottom: Exact error
( )
4 ( ) (solid line) and its estimation by (5.1) (dash-dot line)
and by (5.2) (dash line)

jH4 (s)j (dash line).
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6. Block Lanczos Process and MIMO Transfer Function Approximation. In this
section, we present a generalizations of error estimation to a matrix-valued transfer function
of a linear multiple input multiple output system. The matrix approach makes this generalization straightforward and we therefore omit most of the details in our presentation.
A matrix Padé approximation of a matrix-valued transfer function has been presented
in [9] using a general Lanczos-type process with multiple starting vectors [1]. It is called
MPVL algorithm. We will only use a simple version of the block Lanczos process for illustrating our approach. The complete discussion of error estimation of the MPVL algorithm is
beyond the scope of the present paper.
6.1. Block Lanczos Process. We first present a simple block Lanczos process for nonHermitian matrices and discuss its basic properties. An adaptive blocksize implementation
for the robustness and efficiency can be found in [3].
The block Lanczos process starts with two initial blocks of vectors P1 and Q1 2 IRN p
and implements the three-term recurrences
(6.1)
(6.2)

Bj+1 PjH+1 = PbjH+1 = PjH A , Aj PjH , Cj PjH,1
Qj+1 Cj+1 = Qb j+1 = AQj , Qj Aj , Qj,1 Bj :

As in the unblock case, if we let

Pk = [ P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Pk ];
and

(6.3)

Qk = [ Q1; Q2 ; : : : ; Qk ]

2

A1 B2
6
6
Tk = 66 C2 A. 2
.
4

.

3

..

.

Bk
Ck Ak
..

.

7
7
7
7
5

;
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and by (5.2) (dash line)
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then the three-term recurrences (6.1) and (6.2) have the matrix forms
(6.4)

PkH A = Tk PkH + Ek PbjH+1 ;

(6.5)

AQk = Qk Tk + Qb j+1 EkH ;

where Ek is a kp  p tall thin block matrix whose entries are zero except the bottom square
which is the p  p identity matrix. Furthermore, the computed Lanczos vectors Pk and Qk
satisfy the bi-orthonormality property

PkH Qk = I:

(6.6)
From the above equations, we have
(6.7)

PkH AQk = Tk :

When the blocksize is p = 1, this is just the unblocked case that we discussed in Section 2.
If the above algorithm is carried to the end with n being the last step, then Pn and Qn
are N  N square matrices and PnH Qn = I . Thus
(6.8)

Q,n 1 AQn = Tn;

where Tn is a block tridiagonal matrix. Tk is a leading principal submatrix of Tn for any
k  n.
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1 to the block case. The proofs are
similar to those in [29, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.3] and are therefore omitted here.
L EMMA 6.1. For any 0  j  2k , 1,

E1H Tnj E1 = E1H Tkj E1
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and for j

= 2k ,

E1H Tn2k E1 = E1H Tk2k E1 + B2    Bk Bk+1 Ck+1 Ck    C2 :
Furthermore,

E1H Tkj Ek =



0;



0;

0j k,1
B2 B3    Bk ; j = k , 1:

and

EkH Tkj E1 =

0j k,1
Ck    C3 C2 ; j = k , 1:

Hereafter, Ej denotes a tall thin matrix whose bottom square is an identity matrix and is zero
elsewhere. The dimension of Ej will conform with other vectors and matrices involved.
6.2. MIMO systems. We consider the same type of linear systems as in Section 3 but
with a multiple input u(t) and a multiple output y (t). The state space formulation of a multiple input multiple output linear system is given as follows

C x_ (t) = ,Gx(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = LH x(t) + Du(t)

(6.9)
(6.10)

R

R

R

where x(t) 2 N is the state vector, u(t) 2 ` is the input vector, y (t) 2 m is the
output vector and C; G 2 N N , B 2 N ` , L 2 N m and D 2 m` . Note that the
dimensions m and ` for the input and output need not be the same. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume again the initial condition x(0) = 0.

R

R

R

R
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Applying the Laplace transform to the system (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain
(6.11)
(6.12)

sCX (s) = ,GX (s) + BU (s)
Y (s) = LH X (s) + DU (s)

where X (s); Y (s) and U (s) are the Laplace transforms of x(t); y (t) and u(t), respectively.
Then the transfer function of the system is given by the m  ` rational matrix function
(6.13)

H (s) = LH (sC + G),1 B + D

and Y (s) = H (s)U (s). For computing H (s), again we assume
about some point s0 , i.e., write s = s0 +  . Then

D = 0 and expand H (s)

H (s) = H (s0 + ) = LH (I , A),1 R
where

A = ,(s0 C + G),1 C

and

R = (s0 C + G),1 B:

In the following, we will simply denote H (s0 +  ) as H ( ).
Let p = maxfm; `g and P1 ; Q1 2 N p be orthogonal matrices such that

R

L = P1 B1

and

R = Q 1 C1 ;

where B1 and C1 are upper triangular. This this can be obtained by appropriately appending
vectors, say random vectors, to L or R and then computing the QR-factorization. Thus

H ()  H (s0 + ) = C1H P1H (I , A),1 Q1 B1 :
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For ease of notation, we shall assume B1

= C1 = I and therefore

H () = P1H (I , A),1 Q1 ;
Now applying the block Lanczos process to the triplet fA; P1 ; Q1 g, we have the equations
(6.4) and (6.5). Then

H () = QH1 (I , A),1 P1 = E1H (I , Tn ),1 E1
and we can define the following reduced-order transfer function (a rational matrix function)

Hk () = E1H (I , Tk ),1 E1

(6.14)

to approximate H ( ). This is justified by the following moment matching property (under
similar conditions on  as in Section 3):

j H j
H j
H () , Hk () = 1
j =0  (E1 Tn E1 , E1 Tk E1 )
j H j
H j
= 1
j =2k  (E1 Tn E1 , E1 Tk E1 )
= 2k B2    Bk Bk+1 Ck+1 Ck    C2 + O(2k+1 );
where we have used Neumann series expansion and Lemma 2. Furthermore, the following
theorem gives an upper bound on the rational matrix approximation error.
T HEOREM 6.2. If I , A and I , Tk are invertible, then

kH () , Hk ()k  jj2 k,1k ()k k,k1 ()k kPbkH+1 (I , A),1 Qbk+1 k
= jj2k kD1B2 D2    Bk Dk k kDk Ck    D2 C2 D1 k kPbkH+1 (I , A),1 Qbk+1 k
where

,1k () = E1H (I , Tk ),1 Ek ;

and Dk

= (I , Ak ),1 ,

and

,k1 () = EkH (I , Tk ),1 E1

Dj,1 = (I , Aj,1 , 2 Bj Dj Cj ),1
Furthermore, for j j < 1=kAk, we have

for

j = k; k , 1;    ; 2:

k kQk+1 k
kH () , Hk ()k  jj2 k,1k ()k k,k1 ()k kP1k+1
, jj kAk :
b

b

Proof. Most of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. The main difference is in the
second equality. Here we provide the proof of EkH (I ,Tk ),1 E1 =  k,1 Dk Ck    D2 C2 D1
only. Using the Schur complement, it can be shown that
(6.15)

EkH (I , Tk ),1 E1 = Dk Ck EkH,1 (I , Tbk,1 ),1 E1

where I ,  Tbk,1 is the block tridiagonal matrix whose blocks are identical to I , Tk,1
except the (k , 1; k , 1) block entry, which is I , Ak,1 ,  2 Bk Dk Ck . Now applying
(6.15) recursively to itself, we obtain the desired equality.
The discussion on the computation of bounds and implementation issues in Section 3 is
also applicable here. Also the same kind of bounds for kE1H (I , Tk ),1 Ek k and kEkH (I ,
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Tk ),1 E1 k as in Theorem 2 can be given.

In general, the same kind of behavior as in the

unblocked case would be expected.
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